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SolutionGovernment.com is the NewZion2.com = New World Government
cleansed of Predatory Greed.  Gifted by BuiltByKeith.com LLC ministries

CLICK FOLDERS ABOVE, DEMAND ACTION by FBI/AG/Law Agencies to FOLLOWKeith.com commands
MILLION VISITOR COUNTER:    as of 10/3/2014 5:09:13 PM
Update: Oct 3 2014. HITS: 2502 Oct 2. 2385 Sept 29. 2013 Sept 17 1970 Sep 15. 1860 Sep 10.
   NOW the USGOV + Military will host MY Press Conferences to REMOVE Corruption.
SUMMARY: Treat Leaders as PAID CONSULTANTS with full ACCOUNTABILITY using
Technology to direct their representation. Allows FULL management of our leaders.
    This is the completed historical Constitutional, Financial, Legal, and Biblical works detailing the
STEP-BY-STEP methodology to CHANGE your, my, and GOD's world. Most of these common sense
masterpieces were destroyed by specific CRIMINALS from Oct 3, 2011 to present to prevent Keith's gifting
of ACTS of WISDOM to HIS and GOD's world. Keith Duncan presents HIS world changing solutions under
protection of USPTO.gov copyright, International Laws, + GOD's UNIVERSAL LAWS with NO excuses, simply
CLEAR rational explanations. WhereIsRobertRose.com remains the #1 Terrorist of all time and NO-ONE but
KEITH cares about OUR WORLD and how to bring compliance BACK to GOD's HOLY WORD of LOVE OTHERS.
   CALL KEITH at  (678) 759-9066   to JOIN GOD's NON-POLITICAL REFORMATION TEAM right NOW.  
 
   DEMAND ACTION by EVERYONE.  This NEXT Constitutional Amendment #28 and local law
PREVENTS Politicians, Judges, Lawyers, Corporate Executives, and any elected, appointed, +
promoted officials or leaders from personally PROFITING. This is the missing CHECKs and
BALANCEs = SolutionFinal.com intended by all of our ForeFounders. This rescinds most of
the election laws and prevents corruption in the first place. This law applies to EVERY level of
Government and Corporate entities and destroys criminal enterprises.

Each district of voter/taxpayers/shareholders determine by common vote the pay for the elected
official, judge, legal authority/corporate officer for the term to be paid out pro-rated per week when
duties are adequately performed. This removes and repeals most Amendments and Federal election
laws designed to empower only the existing "Ruling Elite" classes of Officials/Politicians/Leaders and
associated criminals who derive their power from special interest groups, political PAC groups,
self-serving/self-entitling organizations as well as hidden individuals who run criminal enterprises who
extort and manipulate our own legal/judicial systems. This also prevents the CORPORATE MONOPOLY
scandals run by executives and underworld criminals.  CORRUPT LEADERS and CRIMINALS WILL HATE
THIS AMENDMENT for it puts them out of business forever  StNicksList.com

1. 

No politician, leader, or officer can raise funds or spend any money or assets to run for an elected or
appointed office. Violation of this rule results in immediate disqualification for 5 years. There is NO
limit to the number of persons who may run for any office or elected position. This removes political
party affiliation greed and power by restoring the common vote of each person to elect their choice. No
more 'block' or district majority voting. All voting is done by popular voting by majority.

2. 

Any candidate may originally reside in any other district. Once elected, they must reside 50% of their
time in their represented district while serving their people. They must be within 100 feet of their
constituents for 4 days of every calendar month when not in remote session to listen and respond to
the needs of their people. Use www.SolutionFinal.com  to solve most issues/conflicts/problems.

3. 

Any elected official caught or suspected of taking profit for personal or other reasons is rejected out of4. 

 UNIoCracy.com is the NEW WORLD
  REFORMATION MOVEMENT for

our New Government System that benefits
all of Mankind by preventing  + removing

GREED + CORRUPTION.  (678) 759-9066
BuiltByKeith.com  CreatorKeith.com
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office by a 50% majority vote of their voter base and the next runner up takes the pro-rated term with
compensating pay. There is never a need for a recall or re-vote unless no runner-up remains available.
When running for any office, the candidate may NOT read from a speech or prompter. All interactions
with audience on any media must be from the heart so the person is held 100% accountable for their
ethics, honor, and accountability. Each official is then held personally responsible for their promises
and actions. No candidate or supporters may pay for ads of any type. This removes the ability to
out-spend a competitor. At their expense, the media may cover any news event in any form.

5. 

When sponsoring and voting on any bill, the voter/taxpayers reserve the option to electronically send
their vote to their representative to enforce their 'WILL of the PEOPLE" decisions using any computer
or smart phone using their unique Social Security number and cell phone #/electronic device serial
number as the tracking identifier.  Everyone in the USA of voting age is provided a smart phone or
access to a voting device if they have no existing telecommunications access.

6. 

Any person elected to office who is later found to have violated the other terms of this amendment, will
be required to return 100% of the pay they received if the current taxpayer/voters confirm by a 66%
majority vote that the elected official is/was guilty of ethics violations or failure to perform their
directed duties and obligations.  This removes ability to receive post term benefits from criminal
enterprises and political affiliates.

7. 

While in office, NO personal funds, outside funds or resources may be used for travel or living expenses
related to the fulfillment of their elected duties.  The district voters/taxpayers retain the voting option
to raise or lower the pro-rated salary to support their lawmaker/official based on performance of their
contracted person. Each official must monthly publish their expenses and income.

8. 

The first implementation of this Constitutional Amendment #28 requires that NO existing Politician be
re-elected to the same position. Also for first implementaion, no one with a law degree may run for any
position NOT REQUIRING a law degree. These two stipulations removes preexisting power and ethics
situations with a clean slate of new politicians of uncorrupted younger and responsible citizens.

9. 

Any candidate may run for a maximum of a total of 2 positions located in any district during each
election cycle and may accept only one position if elected by simple majority to both positions.

10. 

Amendments to this Constitutional Amendment may only be voted on by the taxpayer/voters after a 1
year review after proposal. This prevents lawmakers from changing this law for their own profit and
future accumulation of assets. These fulfill GOD's commandments that benefit everyone.

11. 

RESULT: www.SolutionFinal.com ,  NEWZION2.com  , and StNicksList.com
This Constitutional Amendment + law is 100% biblically, financially, and legally based. It makes perfect
common and economic sense to prevent lawmakers from becoming lawbreakers who work with organized
crime or their peers in corporations or underground criminal enterprises to profit.  These laws prevent
predatory greed at all levels and put the control of lawmaking back into the voter/taxpayer hands.

SolutionGovernment.pdf
209.2 KB Here is the original year 2011 SolutionGovernment.com that criminals tried to kill.

This Amendment is biblically gifted by Keith Brent Duncan + BuiltByKeith.com LLC under protection of
USPTO.gov copyright law,  GOD's 10 commandments, and active U.S.C. code statues and laws.

 BidOnKeith.com is Keith's Team of PRIME CONSULTANTS.  JOIN US NOW !
    Anyone who objects to these terms is required to publicly identify themselves and provide a better set of
SOLUTIONS. Otherwise, they are required to collectively  'Cease and Desist' by the other OUTRAGED
Taxpayer/Voters and are outcast by society for not providing SOLUTIONS to existing problems.  For the
HYPOCRITES, CYNICS, BLINDED FOOLS, and BROOD of SINISTER VIPERS are indeed alive and well from the 
Bible Matthew Chapter 23.  The SOLUTION is indeed 1 COR 13:13 LOVE OTHERS as the only true form of
CHARITY.  Refer to SolutionFinal.com  for the 5 step commandments to solve any conflict/problem/dispute. 
   For it has always been simple to SEE and UNDERSTAND that KEITH BRENT DUNCAN is the MESSENGER of
The TRUE WORD of GOD, sent from HIS GOD-FATHER CHRIST JESUS to bring Redemption,   FAITH,  HOPE,
and  LOVE  to our troubled and deviant world.  Use BidOnKeith.com to solve your problems so that we will
ALL be Ambassadors for GOD in our expanding UNIVERSE. This is KEITH's purpose in life. This is HIS
MISSION to bring PEACE and HARMONY to all who reside on EARTH for evermore in GOD's grace.
       These PRIME stipulations must be GRANTED IMMEDIATELY for clear reasons to ensure survival:
1. The USA government and GOD's people grant Keith Brent Duncan (dob 1958-08-15 High Point N.C.) 
Diplomatic and Sovereign Immunity from vindictive persecution and prosecution as long as the PUBLIC
agrees in majority that Keith is continuing his GOD-CENTERED MINISTRIES to benefit all of mankind.  
  THE PUBLIC ARE OUTRAGED by the felony crimes legally exposed on:    www.FOLLOWKEITH.com 
2. The PUBLIC and USGOV agrees to FUND Keith for his lifetime as long as KEITH discloses his financial
expenses and daily activities to anyone who inquires. For above all else, KEITH has never had anything to
hide, and indeed serves OUR GOD, OUR COUNTRY, ALL NATIONS, and of course, ALL MANKIND.
3. The USGOV agrees to restore value of ALL of KEITH's stolen property, assets, bank accounts, Trademarks,
Patents, and protect KEITH's life and assets for his lifetime to prevent martyring of Keith by criminals.
4. The USGOV agrees to prosecute and arrest every single person who knew Keith was kidnapped/illegally
detained for 848 days and signed their own admissible confessions on all these court documents found on
FOLLOWKEITH.com and in each of the courthouses, police stations, and clerk of court offices involved.
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5. Each person who violated U.S.C. statues owes Keith Duncan over $500 Milliion USD prorated by when they
knew and did nothing to notify proper USGOV law enforcement agencies, the PRESS, and the Public.
Submitted May 17, 2014. Updated Final Draft #14: Sept 29, 2014  End of US Constitutional Amendment #28 and local law.

Bring expert KEITH Duncan to your business,
community, church, and government agency.

BuiltByKeith.com LLC  BidOnKeith.com offers a
comprehensable full range of consulting services--all designed to help you
reach your own personal and business potential. Keith and his team have
you covered. Our team services are available a la carte so you can get
precisely what you need. >120% return on your contracted investment is
guaranteed in writing.  Whatever you situation you face, we have solution
methodology already completed to be customized for your specific use.
What we REALLY do, is teach you how to solve your own issues. We
guarantee our work at 120% refund if not happy. Keith and his growing
team takes all the risk for you using biblical and common sense principals.

Keith + his UNIoCracy.com team consults for:

Governments around the WORLD.
Churches, Temples, Synagogues, Mosques.
MILLIONAIRES and Homeless, all OTHERS
Charities and The UNITED NATIONS Assembly
Start ups and Entrepreneur Ventures.
Small, Medium and Large businesses
Public and Private companies
Manufacturing and Service companies
Global Companies across all industries.
Literally EVERYONE ! ! !
CEOSPACE.net is our favorite Business
building Modeling FORUM that receives 90%
profits.

  Ask the USGOVERNMENT and EVERYONE if KEITH has been their ultimate PROVIDER as The TRUE MAN of GOD ! !

    

  
These samples are Keiths gifted summaries to lead our World into Peaceful Community of FAITH, ETHICS, and
Accountability. For Satan is the PREDATORY GREED that resides in the hearts of MY PEOPLE and can be 'cured'
by these Biblical and common sense methods that divide the SAVED from those who are unredeemed. GOD's last
frontier of technology must now be used to hold self and others responsible for their actions and behaviors.  The
Last Photo is the KSHAMA.us HOLY GRAIL of Forgiveness for MY PEOPLE  that ties into the ACTS of WISDOM of
IseeJustice.com and IseeIunderstand.com so the BLINDED FOOLS can finally experience GOD.
 JOIN UNIocracy TODAY before GOD's wrath as HE is extremely ANGRY at YOU, HIS people.

Content copyright 2014. UNIOCRACY BuiltByKeith.com LLC. All rights reserved.
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